SAVE THE DATE
We are proud to invite you as a sponsor of EBCOG’s 27th European Congress of Obstetrics and Gynaecology

IN GRIEGHALLEN, BERGEN
IN NORWAY 14-16 MAY 2020
Dear Sponsor/Exhibitor

It is our great honour to invite you to participate in our important congress arena EBCOG 2020, which will be held in the beautiful city Bergen, by the fjords of Norway.

The European Board and College of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, EBCOG, organises the specialists of Obstetrics and Gynaecology of 37 European Countries, for the improvement of the health of women and their children.

Capture immediate market exposure, long-lasting recognition for your company and organisation and support the goal of EBCOG by becoming a sponsor and/or exhibitor.

Obstetricians and Gynaecologists from all of Europe, and worldwide, will take the opportunity to meet up at EBCOG 2020s. This year is even more special, as the Nordic Federation (NFOG) has postponed their usual bi-annual Congress to facilitate Nordic specialists to attend. For sure, we know how important it is for the professionals to interact and also to meet the industry.

There is no doubt that it is an important arena for you to promote your company and organisation and to show your logo, your services and your products, and to interact with each other.

The congress-venue is the famous Grieghallen, a highly professional concert-and conference centre located in the city centre. There will be no problems with logistics! The exhibition will be placed in the bright and spacious foyer and we will choose modern, ecological and sustainable solutions whenever possible, and we will encourage our collaborators to do the same.

Only official sponsors and exhibitors may demonstrate products or services in the Congress Exhibition and be displayed in congress communications and websites.

We continue the several levels of support for both exhibitions stands, as we know you have individual requirements. We will offer Platinum, Gold, Silver and Bronze, and the possibility to have lunch symposiums, to exhibit and distribute your marketing and promotional materials and to have advertisements in the brochures and in the congress app. Naturally, we will supply more and vital information along the way.

To get an early start of planning, please contact our exhibition event manager for further follow-up:

Camilla Gran Kristiansen
Event Manager
camilla.gran.kristiansen@cic.no

CIC event congress as
Mobile: +47 402 88 516
P.O. Box 5123, Majorstuen 0302 Oslo, Norway
www.cic.no

We hope you will come and join us for this exciting EBCOG event in Bergen.
Yours truly,